Bring a Torch, Jeannette, Isabella

traditional French car
arranged by Luther Hendersen

A Allegretto-In one (♩=60)

Trumpet 1 (Picc.)
Trumpet 2
Fr. Horn
Trombone
Tuba
Synthesizer
Keyboard
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www.hickeys.com
Go Tell It On the Mountain

Tpt. 1 (Picc.)
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Kbd.

Ei mosso (d=92)

Tpt. 1 (Picc.)
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Tuba
Synth.
Kbd.
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I Saw Three Ships

traditional English carol
arranged by Luther Henderson

A Allegro moderato ($=112$)

Trumpet 1
(Picc.)

Trumpet 2

Fr. Horn

Trombone

Tuba

Synthesizer

(Organ)

Keyboard

(opt. tacet 1st time, play 2nd time)
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Tpt. 2

Fr. Hn.
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Kbd.
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